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(As long as you’ve been paying attention!)



Designers killed this generation through the use of layout tables.

The first generation of Web 
pages were mostly text



The First Web Page was Responsive



The First Web Page was Responsive



The primary design principle underlying the 
Web’s usefulness and growth is universality.
The Web should be usable by people with 
disabilities. It must work with any form of 
information, be it a document or a point of 
data, and information of any quality—from a 
silly tweet to a scholarly paper.

And it should be accessible from any kind of 
hardware that can connect to the Internet: 
stationary or mobile, small screen or large.

—Tim Berners-Lee
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The web is responsive on its own—by 
default. It’s us that’s been breaking it all these 
years by placing content in fixed-width 
containers.

—Andy Hume



They died out due to the move to ever larger screens.

The second generation of web 
pages used fixed width tables



Most sites were fixed-width and  “optimised”
for specific screen sizes



Museum websites from just 10 years ago feel 
shockingly out of date



What size browser should I design my site for?



The control which designers know in the 
print medium, and often desire in the web 
medium, is simply a function of the limitation 
of the printed page.

We should embrace the fact that the web 
doesn’t have the same constraints, and
design for this flexibility.

—John Allsopp



The rise of flexible design



These died out because of strong competition from a more flexible and superior 
technology

The third generation of web 
pages used flexible tables



Fixed versus flexible



Tables within tables



Web designers moved to “table-less design”



The proliferation of devices meant this generation is becoming less and less relevant in 
it’s struggle to keep pace.

The forth generation of web 
pages used pure CSS



The power of CSS



We’re going through a similar change with responsive design



Flexible design stagnates as screen size proliferation settles



The launch of the iPhone heralds a new mobile strategy



However the iPad really kicks off multi-platform design



Responsive Design is not a new concept



Responsive Web Design is Born



We’re 5 years into the responsive generation. Who knows what will come next?

Responsive design is the fifth 
generation of web page



It’s just as well





As with CSS, responsive design started on personal sites

dconstruct 08?



Before making it’s way into smaller commercial projects

St Paul’s



Responsive design grew as large brands adopted the 
approach

Boston Globe



Museums were quick to follow suit



And not just the well off ones



Responsive design is easy if you’ve been paying attention.

Have you been paying attention?



However it’s sadly snuck up on some



Responsive Pushback



Responsive Design isn’t that much harder



Cost versus value



Sadly a lot of people are doing responsive wrong.

Responsive Misconceptions



It’s not a case of creating 3 different designs in Photoshop 



Break Points







Break points in action



Break points in action



Cross functional pairing or “the two burger team”



Decide in the browser



Cultural resistance



Can’t retrofit existing sites



Mobile First



Tablet First



Dealing with images



A great starter guide from Google



Should I Make
My Site Responsive?



When Should I Make
My Site Responsive?



When Can I Make
My Site Responsive?


